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The San Francisco-Oakland Bridge

The San Francisco-Oakland Bridge is in reality two compound bridges,

each larger than any completed bridge in the world, with total length approx-
imately 4]/2 miles. The first half, reaching from San Francisco to Yerba
Buena Island, consists of two complete suspension bridges, which meet
in mid-bay and are anchored there to a huge concrete island constructed for

that purpose. Each span is longer than the Brooklyn Bridge. The second

half starts with a huge cantilever bridge and then has a series of short girder

spans ending in a long trestle construction. The bridge has two roadway
levels, each 60 ft. wide, the upper carrying six lanes for automobile travel

and the lower three lanes for trucks and two for rail lines. Enormous car-

rying capacity is thus provided, sufficient so far as estimates can now be

made, to take care of all travel between the Bay cities for many decades

to come.

The Bridge enters San Francisco at Rincon Hill, from which point

two ramps for automobiles and one for trucks will be brought to the sur-

face; the main bridge roadway continuing to a terminal at Fifth street

between Harrison and Bryant streets. The rail passenger terminal is

planned at Minna street between Fremont and Second streets.
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SAN FRANCISCO BAY BRIDGE STUDIES

General

The two largest bridges in the world are now building into San Fran-

cisco. They will concentrate two of the three largest streams of travel into

the City, those from the north and east, and will deliver them at new points

of impact. Traffic is the life-blood of commerce and industry. Its easy

flow and proper distribution are essential to healthy business growth. Traffic

gains either by better arteries or better rate structure or greater convenience

have been among the most basic of all influences in American city growth.

These two bridges, therefore, do not simply include matters of travel

convenience but are bound to have a powerful effect upon the business life

of the whole community. They have great possibilities for up-building

but almost equal capacity for up-setting if the problems involved are not

recognized in advance and adequate solutions provided.

For brevity, two only of these problems will be considered here.

(1) The problem of balanced development. Every city which

is the center of a metropolitan district finds its growth tied up inextricably

with the growth of its surrounding communities and the measure of its

progress in part in the extent to which development of a balanced character

is secured for these communities. New York City is the classic example.

Every great development in New Jersey or Long Island, the east and west,

or in the Bronx north, or Staten Island south, adds to the importance of

Manhattan, because development in all these directions has always been

reasonably balanced and the center secures added business importance from
all the outer growth. The parallel between New York and San Francisco

has been frequently commented upon and the growth of this City is unques-

tionably involved in the maintenance of a similar balance.

The building of the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge will provide a

major travel and traffic improvement to the East Bay cities and will result

in increased residential and business advantages to those districts. That

is pajTof metropolitan life as it should be and will be entirely in the direc-

tion^ progress for San Francisco if reasonable balance is maintained also

in the other directions. The building of the Golden Gate Bridge is taking

care of the situation to the North and the recent rapid growth and activity

of the Peninsula cities augurs that this district will meet any new compe-
tition for continued progress. The western areas—the Richmond and Sun-
set Districts and regions south thereof, present the principal problem.

The population maps on the following page show a healthy growth,

which of course reflects also building, for the Richmond Sunset area during

the decade 1920-1930. This growth, which excels the average for the Bay
District as a whole, was largely or entirely the result of transportation

improvements provided by the Twin Peaks and Sunset tunnels. The City

has spent a great deal of money preparing these districts by boulevards,

parks, etc. for occupancy and their closeness to the business centre and
naturally hilly contours give them strong appeal for suburban development.

That they are only started on their growth is shown by the second popula-

tion map, it appearing that many of the sections have a present population
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of only 4 to 6 persons per acre. For the balanced development of San Fran-
cisco it is highly important that transportation into these districts be im-

proved and kept the equal of such advantages in any other direction.

(2) The Market Street Problem. A second important bridge re-

lationship is that to Market street. It will seem fanciful at first to say that

Market street is the most difficult problem confronting the Bay Bridge, one

capable of largely- destroying the bridge’s usefulness, but such will be shown
by examination to be the fact. We stop briefly to examine this problem.

Market stfeet, with its four lines of street car tracks is one of the most
highly congested traffic arteries in America. At the peak hour from 5 to 6

P. M. there are so many cars on the street that they form practically a mov-
ing platform. From 5 to 5 :30 P. M., at any point on lower Market street,

approximately 360 street cars pass—this being a car every 6 seconds. The
crowding is so great that the average speed of cars is reduced to 5 or 6 miles

per hour and it is frequently possible to out-walk a car for several blocks.

Travel to the western suburban districts is thus made very slow, it taking

50 to 55 minutes to go from the Ferry Building to the end of the leading

routes such as the Sutter, Geary and Twin Peaks lines. Nearly 40 minutes

is required on the average to go from the Ferry loop to the West Portal of

the Twin Peaks Tunnel during the rush period. The resultant loss of time

and inconvenience to the residents of the Western and Southern suburbs

would be appalling if worked into a mathematical total. Sharp reduction
of these losses and adequate relief to Market street by the provision of some
form of rapid transit are of immediate and vital importance.

The four street car lines leave only a single line of travel on each side

for automobiles. The peculiar lay-out of San Francisco and the importance

of Market street, notwithstanding the fact that the average driver keeps

away whenever possible, forces a large amount of automobile travel on this

street. It is as badly congested with automobiles during the rush hour as

with street cars. The full street load is completed by an enormous pedes-

trian travel, 70,000 to 80,000 each business day having been tabulated on

either side of the street, by the McClintock Survey.

All these traffic streams reach their highest numbers between Second

and Fifth streets. The charts on the following page showing numbers
boarding cars, riding on cars, riding in automobiles and walking, all reach

their maximum between Second and Fifth streets, producing there on Mar-
ket, one of the most highly congested street areas in America.

Now note the graphs of automobile and passenger travel on pages

12 and 24. These show actual destinations by small areas over the present

Ferry systems, which will remain practically the same when travel is

transferred to the Bridge. A large part of automobile and pedestrian

travel goes to points north of Market street, and pedestrians and vehi-

cles must both somehow get across that street. Unless this can be accom-

plished without undue congestion, a large part of the possible usefulness of

the Bridge will be destroyed. Now add the fact that the peculiar lay-out

of streets gives only a few available automobile crossings between First and

Seventh streets and that these crossings are already highly congested at peak

hours and the seriousness of the Market street problem must be apparent.
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AUTOMOBILE TRAFFIC AND TERMINAL PROBLEMS

New York City has built more large bridges and tunnels in recent years

than all the rest of America combined. Two major conclusions have been

reached from this experience. (1) That the capacity of a bridge is no
longer determined by the bridge itself, but by its approaches ;

or to be more
exact, by the number and freedom of the streets that reach the bridge direct.

This results from the fact that modern automobile traffic has already filled

the streets of large cities nearly to their capacity. Any large additional

streams of traffic toward a new bridge tend to clog the streets so that they

reach their peak capacity for delivery to the bridge while the bridge itself

is still carrying only a partial load. (2) That the old-fashioned plaza termi-

nal for a bridge has become inadequate. One of the favorite visits of the

New York engineers is to the plaza of the Queensbury Bridge, the last of

the Long Island bridges to be so constructed, where they point out the begin-

ning of delay and congestion whenever there is even a small peak load such

as on summer week-ends.

Modern Bridge Approaches

The problem of street approaches has become so acute in New York
that in the case of the Washington Bridge, constructed from 178th street

to New Jersey, far above the dense traffic district, the Port Authority has

constructed special approaches clear across Manhattan Island. These in-

clude ramps to Riverside Drive and the Harlem Speedway
;
surface connec-

tions on several streets toward Broadway
;
a two level approach on Broad-

way ; then twin tunnels for the balance of the distance across the City. Even
with this extensive terminal system, the engineer's studies indicate that the

streets will reach their traffic capacity ahead of the bridge.

Plans for the new Midtown vehicular tunnels include the building of

two private streets, cut through the centers of present blocks and totaling

fourteen blocks, to permit direct approach to the tunnels from a net-work

of streets.

On first thought, it would appear that traffic congestion in San Fran-
cisco is so much less than m New York that similar difficulties will not be

encountered here. However, the Washington Bridge is so far uptown in

New York that its terminal district is comparable with the South of Market
district in San Francisco, and a brief study of traffic and street lay-out here

shows as real a problem confronting San Francisco.

Traffic South of Market Street

The map on the following page is from detailed counts of automobiles

conducted by the City Engineer, and covering typical business days. The
figures appearing on the streets are neither the maximum nor the minimum
numbers, but the average for the four hours of highest traffic flow. Depend-
ing on the size of street and other conditions, from 1000 to 1500 cars per

hour is considered a full load for a city street, the point beyond which
serious congestion occurs. The traffic study shows that Mission and How-
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ard streets are already carrying approximately 1500 cars per hour and
rolsom and Harrison above Sixth street 900 and 800 respectively, so that
the streets closely related to the bridge terminal are already well filled.

Market street with four lines of railway tracks and only one lane avail-
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ca™es, because of its importanceand location, 1200 cars per hour m places. This is a serious overload whichhas already made automobile travel on Market street subject to great incon-

venience and delay.
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ailr0a<1 Commission of automobile travel over thepresent East Bay Ferry systems, tabulating destinations by small sections.A glance at this graph shows that most of the travel is to points aboveMarket street. The figures will be practically the same for travel across thebridge and mean that a large proportion of the automobiles coming over the

MarkcrT'
r' heavily congested district and acrossMarket street. When it is recalled that the street systems on the opposite

sides of Market street do not join and that from First to Seventh streets
there are only three crossings, the problem becomes of the utmost serious-
ness. These crossings are heavily used at all times and are badlv congestednow at peak hours. When bridge travel is added, the most serious delaysand inconveniences will result unless substantial betterments are made.

answ
,

er t0 the situation so far outlined is in brief— ( 1 ) to provide
the bridge with as many direct street approaches as is practically possible,
(2) to make more Market street crossings, (3) to get all travel possible toaround, and not across, the congested area.

Additional Market Street Crossings
The Bridge and Street map inserted at the end of this section (page

- shows the detail of some possible new Market street crossings. Fifth
street, on which the bridge terminates, becomes immediately a highly
important cross-town route and should be extended across Market street to
1 owell, Eddy, Ellis, Mason and Turk streets. The most simple and inex-
pensive method would be to cut the corner of Fifth street to the right
probably arcading the side-walk would be sufficient, and to cut the pointfrom an old three-story building across the street. This would give a cross-
ing much like Third street and connect with Powell. However, more ade-
quate relief to traffic would be afforded by also cutting a street through the
center of the triangular block on the north side of Market street thus
directly connecting with Eddy and Mason streets also. A partial left turn
permitted at this point would connect with Turk street.

r 7vf

At
r

Seventh stre
;

et
’ a similar cutting thru of an irregular block north

of Market street is shown. Building construction of only one and two sto-
ries in height would be encountered at this point, so that the extension could
be made at comparatively small cost.

Surface crossings at best, however, are only a temporary and inade-
quate answer to the problem. Under-passes for Market street, while expen-
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sive, should be studied immediately at Fifth and Third streets. They could

be so handled as not to interfere with a future Market street subway. They

will be necessary for convenient downtown travel before many years.

The San Francisco Bay Bridge is being constructed with enormous

capacity, the upper level carrying six lanes exclusively for fast automobile

travel and the lower level three lanes for trucks and two lanes for railroad

tracks, giving capacity for all traffic that can be foreseen for decades in the

future. The San Francisco street system can, however, both for the reasons

already noted and others, handle only limited increases in automobile travel

without serious congestion, with resultant delays, losses and inconvenience.

The primary vehicular problem of the San Francisco Bay Bridge, exactly

as in New York, becomes one of street capacities and of the number of

streets along which the bridge can be approached directly.

Ramps
The admirable system of ramps provided for the Bay Bridge is the

first answer to this problem. Details are shown on the general map. Truck

travel goes both on and off the Bridge over a large ramp entering Harrison

street between First and Second streets and alongside Essex and Sterling

streets. Harrison street will be graded down to gentle slopes thru this

district as will also Essex and Sterling streets. Truck travel going south

will naturally swing across Sterling or Second streets to Bryant, thus imme-

diately getting below both the heavy travel and the main bridge traffic dis-

tricts. Other trucks will distribute themselves both ways on Harrison and

via Essex both ways on Folsom. If traffic grows to the point where the

trucking streets are crowded, it will be a simple matter to provide elevators

from the lower bridge roadway down to the Embarcadero and thus give the

relief of an added entrance.

The “on” and off” ramps for automobile travel are entirely separate,

so arranged that there will be no crossing of the travel streams and with

their terminals on different streets and widely separated so that there will

be good traffic diffusion. The “off” ramp reaches First street at Clementina

and the “on” ramp enters Fremont street near Harrison.

It will be noted that the street re-gradings being financed by the Bridge

Authority will rescue for normal traffic several of the streets the re-grading

of which was sought in the 1921 San Francisco program; viz. Harrison,

Essex and Sterling. By cooperation between the City and Bridge Authority

it would be possible also to run Bryant Street thru to the Embarcadero and

probably Fremont street also. So much new traffic will pour thru this

district when the three bridge ramps are in active operation that these im-

provements are important, adding to the number of good arteries and hold-

ing down congestion.

The Fifth Street Terminal

So far as can be guessed by present travel studies, about two-thirds of

the total automobile travel will go thru to the main bridge terminal at Fifth

street. A glance at this location, as indicated on the general map, will show

that a serious situation is involved at that point. The Bridge ends in the

middle of a block so that two turns are necessary to reach a thru street. A
street car line runs squarely across the bridge entrance and the maximum

11
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number of cars will cross at the peak periods. Fifth street is a dead end

street at Market.

The normal present traffic can probably be handled conveniently unde

these handicaps, but without improvement peak loads will bring immediate

confusion and delays. Fortunately, improvement can be Pr0™ted easily.

A recent change in the original bridge location puts it between Stillman an

Perry streets—two short streets running approximately from bittn to sec-

ond streets. By cooperation between the City and Bridge Authority these

two streets will be widened to the bridge. As traffic requirements build up,

they can be used as one-way streets for Bridge approaches as indicated on

the map, practically directly connecting the bridge with Fourth, Third an

Second streets.

Certain other improvements are suggested to relieve the bridge entrance

and also to coax all possible travel away from the congested Market street

section It is proposed that the well-known psychological fact that the

driver on a fast thru route tends to stay on it as long as possible, be utilized

by extending the bridge entrance, on the surface, for one block and securing

from the city right-of-way thru a small park and playground which occupies

the next block. This will be adopting the New York method and in addition

to giving a beautiful entrance to the bridge will increase peak capacity in

several ways. Eliminating the necessity of turning off the bridge it will

tend to keep travel coming on up Harrison and Bryant and crossing to the

western and northern areas above the congested district. Sixth and Seventh

streets will be added to the number given direct connection with the bridge.

The special map on page 14, shows a detail of great value The

block from Fifth to Sixth street has several small cross streets. Right-oi-

way will have to be acquired for only three-fourths of the distance and these

small streets will act as capillaries, feeding traffic to and from the bridge as

peak loads develop and making remote the possibility of serious entrance

blocking. ~
The improvements above noted need be made only as traffic requires.

However, when the large peak loads which the bridge will be caUed upon

to carry, such as on “big game” days and huge celebrations in San Francisco,

are considered, they are likely to be useful if not necessary very early.

Other improvements to expedite travel are being constructed such as

the widening of Harrison, Bryant, Tenth and Twelfth streets. Still others

are important for future construction.

Future Street Extensions

Potrero Avenue, which will be the main bridge connection south to

the Bay Shore Highway, comes to an end on Brannan street so that three

or four turns will be required to get on the bridge. ( See general map, page

15) By choosing the location with care, Potrero can be extended

block to
Y
Bryant street at small cost and southern travel thus get directly

on the bridge Potr«ro avenue could be extended easily another block to

Harrison, but it seems better to keep this travel below the bridge and out of

the much heavier stream which will approach from above.

Seventeenth street forms a natural wide thru route, with little present

travel, to the Sunset and Richmond districts. This street now connects via

Treat street with Harrison. By utilizing an area occupied by rail sidings
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which could be adjusted without great difficulty, connection can be had with
Bryant street and this travel also kept south of the bridge. Seventeenth
street crosses high on Market street and via Stanyan street and Funston
Avenue will become one of two fast routes between the two bridges. A
small steep hill in the Sutro district requires second gear work, and some-
time can be tunnelled thru.

The other bridge-connecting route most naturally utilizes Columbus
Avenue and the proposed Broadway Tunnel, and would be perfected by
running Columbus Avenue thru to Market street at Fremont, or widening
Washington street as a connection to Fremont and First streets. The cut

would be largely thru the present wholesale produce district. This district

is badly located. A plan is fully worked out to give a much less expensive
location with direct facilities for rail and water shipments to this business.

Columbus Avenue could be most effectively extended as part of the general

change.

Summary

The terminal and street improvements sketched herein, combined with
the rapid transit improvements outlined later, will widen the sphere of influ-

ence of the Bay Bridge to the entire community, and make it a strong influ-

ence for business building.

The district immediately south of Market street, so long in the

doldrums, will be greatly stimulated. The Mission, Howard and contiguous

street sections will be stimulated in the retail trade direction and the dis-

tricts further south will have advantages added for light manufacturing
and wholesale enterprise. The section is already partly developed in this

direction with good general conditions and its advance will be of value to

the entire city.

The added facilities for the convenient and wide distribution of pas-

senger and automobile travel will stimulate the entire central business dis-

trict, will improve property values and in general increase the importance of

the metropolitan center.
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RAPID TRANSIT AND TERMINAL PROBLEMS

Engineering talent has been working on the problem of bridge rail

travel and the rapid transit terminal for a long period. At the time this

study was undertaken, between twenty and thirty different sites had been
tentatively suggested and plans filed with the Toll Bridge Authority. This
number does not include a large number of amateur plans but only those
that had received engineering study.

it is always valuable to seek by analysis to reduce a business problem
of this kind to its lowest terms—to get a clear picture of what is the objective.

Always when such a clear cut objective is stated, the solution becomes
l'V.cr simpler.

Fundamentals: Convenience and Cost

“Why then are we building the Bay Bridge? For what purpose does
it exist ?” Is not the complete answeir “For the greater^ convenience of the
traveling public ?” Certainly if the truck driver is included as a traveler so
that the freightr>roblem is included, this is a complete answer. We are
building the bridge solely to create more convenient travel between com-
munities. This convenience is gained in two ways (1) by shorter time of

transit; (2) by greater comfort of travel, including avoidance of crowding.
What is true of the Bridge must also be true of the terminals which are part

of it. If the Terminal is so located that travel time gained in crossing is lost

for the average traveler by landing him further from his work, there is no
net gain ; or if he is landed so as to have to fight his way thru a congested
area, both the time and comfort gained will be lost.

But the convenience in this case must be secured at low construction

cost. The bridge is being built on borrowed money and stringent limita-

tions are being imposed by the Federal authority—only that amount will

be loaned which the rail revenue definitely in sight will repay. Large
increases in fares cannot be used to justify a large loan because they would
cut down travel and hurt rather than help probable net income. A strict

limitation is thus put upon terminal costs.

Unfortunately, the cost and convenience factors work against each

other. Sites that serve convenience perfectly are likely to be too expensive

and those of lowest cost to be at very inconvenint locations. This is actually

the rock on which most of the terminal plans have foundered. The Bridge
and railroad engineers, without much training in the economic viewpoint,

have been inclined to subordinate convenience and work solely for the low-
est costs, while the committees of civic bodies, not having the responsibility

of financing the bridge, have demanded the utmost convenience regardless

of cost.

On recognition of the fundamental necessity of balance between con-

venience and cost the terminal problem narrows down to a small range of

sites. Let us see what can be done to further narrow the search by elimi-

nation.

By Elimination
The running of bridge trains into any kind of nearby subway is impos-

sible because of the great drop from the bridge elevation, with resulting

grades much too heavy for rail travel. Surface locations are practically out
also, for the same reason and the added necessity of giving first-class street

car loop connections, a situation which can be adequately handled for both
space and convenience only with the bridge trains coming into an elevated

terminal and street car loops placed immediately underneath.
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The most rapid and convenient rail service across the bridge can

unquestionably be provided by running the trains of the Southern Pacific

and Key Route systems directly without “change,” to a San Francisco

terminal. In our process of elimination it is assumed, therefore, that the

negotiations between the Bridge Authority and the railroads will be suc-

cessful in working out this direct service. The alternatives should be con-

sidered only if these negotiations finally break down.

As to location, the area between New Montgomery and Fifth streets

is put out of consideration because of the high stage of congestion already

present on Market street through that section. If the huge mass of travel

now coming through the Ferry Building were to be dropped close to Market
street in that area, seeking as it must Market street crossing, the most con-

gested street situation in all America would result, and the advantages of

bridge travel for the train passenger largely nullified. Sites above Market
street, while they would serve a large number of passengers conveniently,

are impossible because of the high costs of running into and providing ade-

quate station space in that district of high realty values. To amortize the

costs, rail fares across the bridge would have to be raised to an impossible

amount.

Our search, therefore, narrows down to the best elevated site, combin-
ing convenience with low cost, located south of Market street and below
New Montgomery street. This site to best serve convenience must combine
nearness to Market street, first-class street car connections and special facili-

ties for crossing Market street.

The Best Site

An intensive search has been made to discover the site best covering

these features and in the section indicated. This appears to have been found
as indicated on the map (page 18), between First and Second streets from
Mission to Minna streets. This space is as close as it is safe to come
to the congested area and is as close to Market street as can be had without

excessive land costs. Moreover, it is possible from this site to run two wide
elevated sidewalks across Market street and thus eliminate the crossing

problem almost entirely for pedestrians. Ecker street runs from the foot

of Sutter street across to Mission street, and Anthony street runs most of

the way across shortly above that point. Anthony street can be continued to

Market street by the purchase of two small buildings and a narrow strip of

land. These two streets would be used for the elevated sidewalks.

Still following the map, it will be noted that the Sutter street car line

can be brought directly across Market and thru Ecker to the terminal.

Ecker will need to be widened somewhat for about 150 feet to accommodate
two street car tracks. Anthony street has plenty of capacity for two tracks

and whatever cars the two street car companies conclude to send thru the

terminal can be amply handled by these two streets which, of course, would
be closed for other traffic except at “off” hours. A further improvement
can be made by running the Geary cars directly across Market and thru

Annie to Mission, and then down Mission to the Terminal. The problem
of street car congestion would be greatly improved by thus taking several

lines of cars off Market street and by utilizing special loop streets to keep
street car travel largely off First and Second streets.

The above site has been studied carefully by the Bridge engineers, who
agree as to its desirability but who feel that the relatively high cost of prop-
erty on Mission street and the substantial buildings to be destroyed put this

site beyond the price which they can pay. They have selected a site only
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half a block from this location and while the facilities are not so good for
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Rapid Transit

The Bridge Authority having studied this idea, does not believe that it

can borrow sufficient money to build the additional trackage, loop and sta-

tion, and that the Railroad would refuse to operate over them because of
increased costs.

This does not settle the problem but simply opens it to wider inquiry.

Even a two-station terminal would be quite inadequate for the proper distri-

bution of bridge travel. For most convenient use of the bridge, as large a
rapid transit system is required in San Francisco as in the East Bay section
giving direct access to each principal district. It can hardly be the function
of the Bridge to build such a system. The problem is to San Francisco
transportation interests, adding another motive for thorough study of the

rapid transit problem. We have already seen that badly needed relief of
Market street

; the necessity for assuring balanced development
;
and slow,

crowded, service to western and southern suburbs combine to point the
immediate necessity for rapid transit relief. If this rapid transit system can
be made to serve the bridge also, giving as extensive a service on this side

as in the East Bay another important objective will be reached.

But can a rapid transit system be found which will solve all these prob-
lems and at the same time be sufficiently inexpensive to build and operate
without involving great increase in fares? Diligent search has been made
for the routing and layout of such a system and two reasonable answers
have been found.

The first solution is in a combination surface-elevated line so located

as to take traffic from and feed to the Bay Bridge : also to handle business

from the congested area along Market street
; the Mission district

;
the whole

western area via Twin Peaks and Sunset tunnels and the southern area via

the Southern Pacific system.

Minna Street Elevated

From the Bridge Terminal at Second street, the rapid transit elevated

lines would continue up Minna street with stations at Fifth or Sixth and at

Eleventh or Twelfth streets. This would give two stations on the edges

of the congested district. The Fifth Street Station would serve a mesh of

street car lines on Fourth, Fifth and Sixth streets, and Howard, Mission

and Market streets. The Eleventh Street Station would serve Van Ness
Avenue, upper Market and the Mission district, with street car transfers to

that section.

At Twelfth street, the line would cut across two short sections of pri-

vate property—about half a block with only the cheapest sort of improve-

ments. It would then run up McCoppin street to Market. McCoppin
strikes Market on a sharp hill so that the lines could be brought to the sur-

face at that point with practically no grade.

Twin Peaks Tunnel

The present surface lines would be used along upper Market street

and thru the Twin Peaks Tunnel, a bore admirably adapted to rapid transit

service. A small plaza station would be placed at West Portal. The street
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car lines west of Twin Peaks would operate to this plaza, transferring their

load to the rapid transit line. A stop would be made at Duboce Avenue for

a similar transfer of Sunset Tunnel passengers.

A Five Mile System

This would give a combination surface, elevated, subway line of five

miles, requiring construction of only 1.8 miles of elevated structure. It

would give the Bay Bridge a three-station terminal reaching the whole

downtown district at convenient points as well as the Mission and western

districts. An inexpensive rapid transit system would be provided, badly

needed now to relieve Market street and giving ( 1 ) distribution to the Bay
Bridge rail traffic, profitable to San Francisco, both in income and city

development; (2) better street car connections generally, with smaller total

transit times; (3) modern rapid transit for which the Twin Peaks Tunnels

are fitted
; (4) more rapid and convenient service to the Richmond and Sun-

set areas; (5) improved travel to the Mission district and (6) opening the

whole southern and Peninsula areas to modern rapid transit development.

Distances on this rapid transit line would be as follows: (distances

furnished by office of the City Engineer). Total length of Twin Peaks

Tunnel 12,000 ft.—2.3 miles; From East Portal to McCoppin street 4,650

ft.=0.9 miles; from corner Market and McCoppin to Minna and Twelfth

streets, 1,930 ft. and from that point to First and Minna streets, 7,440 ft.

or total length of elevated line 9,370 ft.=1.8 miles; total length of system

from West Portal to First Street Terminal—5 miles.

Fast Time

Operating time over this system with modern fast equipment is esti-

mated as follows: Twin Peaks Tunnel 2.5 miles at 45 miles per hour, 3

minutes
;
surface operation on Market street to McCoppin, 0.9 miles at 25

miles per hour, 2.2 minutes
; elevated line 1.8 miles at 45 per miles per hour,

2.4 minutes. Assuming that stops must be continued at the stations inside

the Tunnel, there would be five station stops between the terminals. Adding

one minute each for these stops and regaining speed, the total operating

time—terminal to terminal—would be 12.6 minutes.

The new subways in New York, with fast loading equipment are now
making an average stop of twenty seconds for loading and taking twenty

seconds for additional speed losses
;
we are thus allowing the San Francisco

system substantially in excess of requirements. This would make the round

trip, with substantial terminal stops, in thirty minutes. For slower speed

operation, if that appears desirable, the time through the tunnel and over

the elevated line can be figured at thirty-five miles per hour, and on upper

Market street at twenty miles per hour when the run from West Portal to

First street would be made in approximately 15^2 minutes, including one

minute for each stop. The round trip would be made in thirty-five minutes.
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Equipment

:

The most modern cars purchased for use on the New York Eighth

Avenue subway, which are very fast and quiet, with automatic doors and

fast loading facilities, cost $28,000 each in 1931-32. These are large cars

with seating capacity under the regular seat arrangements for 110 persons.

They would make first-class equipment for the San Francisco system. The

quantity required would, of course, depend on how completely it was desired

to furnish full seating at the daily peaks and the extent of preparation for

occasional high peak loads.

A thirty minute round trip schedule is possible. Assuming, however,

a thirty-five minute schedule, seven 4-car trains would give a five minute

headway or fourteen two car trains a 2y2 minute headway. Two men con-

stitute a crew for a full train of automatic door equipment, so that the labor

cost would be substantially lower on four-car trains. Allowing eight extra

cars for servicing and for high peak operation, the cost of equipment would

be approximately $1,000,000.

Recent experiments under a committee of the National Association of

Street Railways have produced new types of rapid transit cars far ahead

of anything now running in speed, lightness, quiet and rapid starting and

stopping. Experimental cars of this new type are operating in both New
York and Chicago and apparently giving highly satisfactory results. No
prices can be secured at present on this equipment. Assuming that it proves

up sufficient added desirability for the San Francisco system, and increased

cost to $35,000 per car, the cost of this type of equipment would be

$1,250,000.

Damages

:

Damages would have to be paid to private property on Minna and

McCoppin streets. There is no Western experience on which to make an
estimate of the amount, but this writer’s experience with New York elevated

lines some years ago proved this a small percentage of the property values

involved, in that city. I have talked the subject over with several seasoned

realtors to get an estimate of the highest possible amount and they give as a

high maximum $150 per foot for the two sides of the streets combined.
Of the total length of elevated structure 1.8 miles, more than one-fourth the

distance is in street intersections and private right-of-way where there

would be no damages. This leaves a distance subject to damage of approxi-
mately 1.3 miles or 6,850 feet. The maximum damage at $150 per foot

would thus approximate $1,000,000. The estimate is used to get an outside
figure. Experience would indicate that if the situation were approached
with the intention of fully paying fair damages, but not spending with a
lavish hand, the amount should not exceed $500,000. The conditions are

entirely different from those of purchasing right-of-way, as the work can
proceed and damages ascertained at leisure.

The above minimum and maximum estimates give a total cost for con-
struction, equipment, property purchase and damages of roughly three to

four million dollars.
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Operation Savings:

More than two-thirds of the street cars operating thru Twin Peaks

Tunnel and more than one-half those operating thru Sunset Tunnel will be

eliminated by the operation of the rapid transit service. This figure is from

the proportionate part of the running time on these lines West of the tun-

nels. As a crew for an “L” train will be two men, each street car taken off

provides the labor cost for a train and electric current saved from street car

operation will run the “L” trains. The total cost of operating the Municipal

System, including the rapid transit line, will thus be reduced or at least not

increased.

The rapid transit system is therefore required only to produce enough

new revenue to pay interest on its bonds and depreciation to become imme-

diately profitable. Taking the maximum and minimum cost and 5% bonds,

the interest charge will be $400.00 to $550.00 per day. If only one-third the

people who will be better served at the Fifth street station actually ride,

their fares alone will produce $400.00 per day, leaving the several other

loads little more than depreciation to meet before profit begins.

Immediately Profitable:

A rapid transit line of such high quality and speed would not neces-

sarily be limited to a five cent fare. However, the above load and cost fig-

ures indicate that it could be operated from the start at a profit on the five

cent fare.

It appears highly desirable from the point of view of community con-

venience that transfer arrangements be made from the rapid transit line to

both the Municipal and Market Street car systems. These transfers would
give substantial added convenience to the lines surrounding the Fifth and

Twelfth street stations. They might be arranged by payment of a small

extra amount.

Convenience

:

The elevated line would give a maximum of convenience to Bay Bridge

passengers both ways. It would provide improved service to the Mission

district and a startling improvement to the West of Twin Peaks area, as it

would save nearly a half hour over present peak-hour runs with only a short

additional walk. The average street car passenger walks several blocks to

his actual destination and the largest additional distance from any Market
street stop between First and Seventh streets would be a five minute walk
at the rate of three miles per hour. The average increased walk would be

about three minutes.

Detailed study of the load and unload figures of all the street car lines

running thru the Twin Peaks and Sunset tunnels shows that more than

half their load and unload is between Second and Fifth streets. (See map
next page). When the present Ferry business is transferred to the bridge

loop, more than 85% of all passengers will be on and off between First and
Seventh streets, all of which section will be convenient to the elevated sta-

tions. Most of the balance of the load is on and off for the Van Ness Avenue
connection close to the Eleventh street station. If there proved a demand
for it, the City could continue some of its cars down Market street.
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The financial situation of the elevated line becomes even brighter when

other uses and extensions are considered.

Use by Bridge Trains

The Minna street elevated line could be used by part of the Bridge

trains if desired, to give a more complete service direct to downtown San

Francisco. They could operate to a stub terminal or go around a loop at

Sixth or Twelfth street. This service would build new business, especially

for shopping and theatre (off peak) groups.

Extension 1.—Peninsula

A spur connection is shown on the Rapid Transit map between the

Third and Townsend station of the Southern Pacific lines and the Bridge

terminal. The Southern Pacific Company already has a track along Second

street to Folsom street. The district traversed is entirely manufacturing,

with many freight sidings and the street carries little automobile travel.

Operation could be had on this street more satisfactorily than in most of the

East Bay system. Second street drops down a sharp hill at Folsom street

and opposite this point the bridge terminal tracks would be only slightly

above Second street so that a “take off” toward the elevated structure at the

top of the hill would join the tracks entering the bridge terminal with about

a half block of elevated line.

The importance of this hook-up is in connection with the Southern

Pacific rapid transit service to the Peninsula. Another glance at the map

will show that a line run from Minna street across Seventh street or Lang-

don street, would connect with the end of the Southern Pacific Townsend

yards, permitting travel on south without turn. The Southern Pacific Lines,

by using electric motors around the loop or adopting the new (Zephyr type)

light train, which is ideal for suburban travel, would have a fast direct serv-

ice with two stops in the heart of the downtown district. This type of serv-

ice from the Peninsula direct to downtown San Francisco would be exceed-

ingly popular and would result in a large increase in Peninsula business.

Extension 2.—Mission

A first-class service can be provided inexpensively for the Mission and

Southern districts by a southern extension of the elevated. The line would

take off in the middle of the block between Van Ness and Mission streets

(see map) and would cut across three blocks on private right-of-way to

Natoma street and thence to Capp street. The private property crossed is

in the center of the blocks where values are lowest and with no costly build-

ings to remove.

Capp street appears narrow only because of very wide sidewalks. With

the sidewalks cut down to normal width there is plenty of room for two

street car tracks and a lane on each side for automobiles, with ample room

left for parking.

Elevated lines and bridges are no longer necessarily ugly. Modern

design has made some of America’s recent bridges among the most beautiful

structures of any type in the country, and the newer designs render the same

service to other elevated structures. However, if it seems undesirable for
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any reason to run elevated lines down Capp street, the lines can be brought

to the surface there and continue as so commonly in the East Bay district,

making a fair speed on the surface with stops of from three to five blocks.

Where Capp street crosses the old Southern Pacific right-of-way at

Twenty-third street, this right-of-way should be utilized if a reasonable

arrangement can be made, continuing to Bernal Cut. Otherwise, a private

right-of-way can be secured alongside the Southern Pacific line as far as

San Jose Avenue (4 short blocks, with inexpensive land and only minor
improvements), and thence down San Jose Avenue to Bernal Cut.

The City, with admirable foresight, has provided space for a two track

line along the Bernal Cut highway, at the end of which the lines can continue

either on the Southern Pacific tracks or on San Jose Avenue.

This would give rapid transit to the entire Mission District and service

could be continued as far South as desired. If the Southern Pacific Com-
pany does not care to use the rapid transit loop for light train Peninsula

service, this would become an alternate route for development.

A five minute service on this line, combined with a five minute service

through the tunnels, would give two and one-half minute service to the

bridge, i.e. frequent service to and from the bridge at low cost. Since we are

considering trains, additional cars could be added at little expense for the

peak hours or as general traffic grows. Travel would be roughly doubled

over the elevated line and would greatly enhance its earning capacity.

Extension 3.—Northern

Another desirable extension would be through the Sunset Tunnel and
on a new line North thru the College district. Several good routes are

available, one by a short tunnel under part of the College Hills, another by
a cut through a corner of Golden Gate Park. All the Richmond car lines

would be crossed, could be relieved of excessive load out of the downtown
district and by transfer arrangements given a second load as they ap-

proached the distant suburbs. This would also make the best route to the

Golden Gate Bridge if rail transportation is ever considered practicable

there.
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SUMMARY

The most important results of the rapid transit system sketched herein

would be ( 1 ) to give rapid and comfortable service to all the suburban areas

within the corporate limits of San Francisco, also to the Southern and

Peninsula areas, and by this means (2) to assure that balanced development

which is vital to the healthy growth and prosperity of the City.

(3) Adequate relief to Market street congestion is a third important

accomplishment.

(4) Giving direct service to the Bay Bridge and a three-station termi-

nal for the distribution of Bridge travel will also add greatly to the conven-

ience of the Bridge, and bring substantial new business to the rapid transit

lines.

(5) A suburban service not exceeded in America for either speed or

convenience can be provided to the Peninsula cities under this plan, by light

type trains over the Southern Pacific system, taking the large loop via Sev-

enth street. Or good service can be provided by an extension south of the

Mission district elevated, or by operation through the Twin Peaks Tunnel

and southerly over connection with the Market Street Railway peninsula

tracks.

(6) Running time to the principal western and southern suburbs

from lower Market street will be reduced by at least one-half, saving the

present enormous wastes of time from slow street car travel at rush hours.

(7) An added feature of great good fortune is the amazingly low

cost at which the rapid transit system can be constructed—$2,000,000 being

definitely within the possibilities for the complete structure, with an added

$1,000,000 for the best and fastest rapid transit cars operating anywhere in

America. With intentionally high estimates all along the line, the maximum

cost will be below $4,000,000.

(8) The entire operation costs of the rapid transit system will be

more than met by savings from street cars taken out of operation so that

only over-heads would need to be covered prior to the beginning of profits.

(9) With such low costs of construction and operation and with the

business definitely in sight, the system would pay its way from the beginning

at a five cent fare with perhaps a small added charge for universal transfers

to both street car systems.
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(10) The financial picture is further strengthened by the proposed

additional divisions

:

(a) Operating of Bridge trains to Fifth street.

(b) Completing the big loop for Southern Pacific suburban

service.

(c) The elevated line through the Mission district.

(d) The Sunset Tunnel extension north with transfers to the

Richmond lines and possibility of Golden Gate Bridge

extension.

(11) Finally, Market street would be relieved at rush hours of more
than half of its present number of street cars. Including the Sutter and

Geary cars, taken directly across Market street and the Twin Peaks and

Sunset Tunnel cars ; out of 180 cars operating on lower Market street from

5 :00 to 5 :30, one hundred and six cars would be taken off the street. This

would permit the operation of some pick-up cars from the tunnels along

Market street and still free the street from more than half its load. Two
lines of street car tracks can be removed, returning this great thoroughfare

to its natural use and traffic.

The elevated system proposed would not interfere with, but would

assist in the development of a subway system for San Francisco. The City

has not reached, by a wide margin, the population usually considered neces-

sary to support a subway system even at a high rate of fare. It would seem

impossible in the near future to provide such a system under Market street

without raising fares to a prohibitive height or providing for large deficits

through taxation. Such a situation would probably defeat an effort to

secure immediate construction.

By the time a Market street subway can be supported by the normal

quantity of business at normal fares, the elevated system will be approach-

ing full use for business toward the south thus completing the subway

opportunity, and meanwhile it will have carried the City satisfactorily

through a critical transition period and assisted in assuring a strong upward

movement.

The immediate problem is to provide San Francisco with good rapid

transit at a price for which approval can be secured, now. This study has

been directed primarily to that end.

Phillips & Van Orden Co., Inc.

San Francisco


